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Figure 1. Schematic diagram representing the structure ofTlopical Cells and Subtropical

Cells as modeled by and modifred from Lu et al. (L998)-

Cells (TCs'Johnson et a1.,1998; Johnson et a1.,2001; Johns,2001). These cells share

equatorial upwelling, caused by Ekman divergences and poleward surface Ekman

flow (Figurel). The TC downwelling is located in surface convergence zones

observed about 4 - 8 degrees from the equator. Completing the TC, this water is

probably returned to the equator in the interior of the basin and at depths no

deep"r than the upper thermocline. The STCs extend to the subtropics where

subduction causes a downwelling that reaches to gteater densities than that of the

TCs. STC transport to the equator occurs both along the western boundary and in

the interior. Although the name TC is a recent addition to oceanographic
terminology, in fact, these features have a long history. As described in Sverdrup
et al. 0g42), Defant (1936) characterized a TC in the North Atlantic located

behryeen the Equatorial lJndercurrent (EUC) and the North Equatorial
Countercurrent (NECC). Defant (1936) proposed that frictional forces acting
between the equatorial currents caused the TC.

In the Pacific, Wyrtki and Kilonsky (1984) analyzed data from about 30 cross-

equatorial hydrographic sections from ten cmises taken over 12 months during
the Hawaii-to Tahiti Shuttle Program. They inferred upwelling at the equator

and downwelling at 4oN from water-mass property distributions. They went on t'o

argue that the downweiling is caused by convergence in the wind-driven surface

Ekman transport. Johnson and Luther (1994) using a subset of the Hawaii-to-
Tahiti Shuttle Acoustic Doppler Current Profrler (ADCP) data, estimated a

similar, but statistically uncertain, pattern of near-equatorial upwelling and off.

equatorial downwelling. Johnson et al. (2001), hereinafter JMF, used shipboard

AbCp (SADCP) data to study equatorial Pacific circulation. They considered 85
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cross-equatorial sections occupied over a ten-year period between 170"W and
95"W' They derived average vertical sections of tne horizontal velocitv
components, horizontal divergence, and vertical velocity at a nominal longitude of
136ow, the approximate mid-longitude of their data. They find op*"iliog in the
equatorial band as well as downwelling between 4'S and 6.s and 6"N ;d g'N.
Surface drift'er data have also been used to diagnose near-surface divergence
[e!ds. They show upwelling near the equator and downwelling near 4.s and 4"N
(Johnson, 2003). The downwelling regions represent the poleward boundaries of
the Pacific TC's in both data sets.

Herein, we search for kinematic evidence for TC's in the tropical Atlantic
ocean using similar data and analyses to that employed by JMF in the pacific.
We begin with a description of the data and analyses used, followed by estimates
of the mean zonal velocity structure. Average meridional velocity, it's horizontal
divergence, and vertical velocity transects are then given. The vertical velocities
are used to estimate upwelling transports. Throughout the d.iscussion, we compare
Atlantic characteristics with those of JMF both to support the Atlantic results and
to consider the ubiquity of the TC feature. We conclude with a discussion of
sampling and unresolved issues.

2. DATAANDANALYSES

TWelve SADCP sections occupied in the western equatorial Atlantic between
40'W and 30oW are used in this study (Figure 2). The characteristics of these
sections are summarized in Table 1. Spatially, they vary in (1) Iatiturtinsl s)dea1
within the band 7"S to 7'N; (2) shallowest depth resolved, 20m to 40m; and (B)
deepest depth available, 200m to 400m. Figure 3 shows the availability of data by
depth and latitude. Maximum coverage is between BOm and 200m and 4.s and
6"N, which are limits used for most of our analyses. Temporally, more than half of
the cruises are in early boreal spring, with the rest spread ovLr the remainder of
the year (Table 1).

The SADCP data were acquired from the World Ocean Circulation Experiment(wocE) sADcP Data Assembly center in Honorulu, Hawaii, ur."pt for the
THALASSA, 1999 and ocEANUs 2000 cruises, provided bv the principal
investigators. Analyses procedures for each cruise varied (e.g., Wilson et-al.,I5g4
and Bourles et al.,1999). However, qualitatively, SADCP ,rlr""rt.il.ti"s are largest
in the cross-stream direction (zonal in the case of these sections) and are of the
order 0.05-0.10 m/s (JMF).

The average zonal current structure of the western tropical Atlantic is
computed from the SADCP data and compared with similar structure in the
Pacific. The compariso,n serves two purposes: (1) it provides qualitative support
for the results derived from the limited number of Atiantic sections (12 versus SS
in the Pacific, JMF); and (2) provides validation information for global modelers
who simulate the tropics. Volume transports were estimated for the EUC and
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Figure 2. Locations ofthe sections used in this study'

Table 1.

Description of hull mounted ADCP sections

VESSEL DATE
DEEPEST

LONGITTJDE I,ATITI,JDE SIHLLOWEST

L'ATALA}TTE
METEOR
METEOR
METEOR
EDWIN A.
LINK
METEOR
MAURICE
EWING

METEOR
OCEANUS

TTIALASSA

Jan. 31 - Feb.5 "93
May 29 - Jun.3 "91
Nov. 1-5"92
Mar.12 - 76"92
Apr.26 - May 1"96

Jun.7 - 9 "91
Mar. 1-8"94

Mar.6-10"94
Mar.7-15"01

JuL 19 - 29 "99

35'w 5.58's - 7.00'N
35"\il 5.61's - 2.45'N
35"W 4.97's - 3.97'N
350w 4.81'S - 4.50'N
35'w 4.78'5 - 7.00'N

30"w 5.25's - 0.87"N
30"w 6.98"s - 0.99"s

30'w
43.8'W
40'w
35"W
38'W
350w

0.99"S
7.00'N
2.00"s - 4.47"N
0.60"s - 6.80'N

.0"s - 6.40"N
5.59's - 6.99'N

28m
28m
29m
32m
16m

28m
26m

26m
23m
23m
30m

700m
330m
400m
400m
340m

330m
390m

400m
400m
400m
700m
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North and South Equatorial Undercurrents (NEUC and SEUC), these are often
called the North and South Subsurface Countercurrents in the Pacific. For each
cruise, the transports for each current were computed within the areas bounded
by either 300m, the surface in the case of the EUC and/or the 0 m/s speed contour.

Meridional velocity, it's horizontal divergence and vertical velocity sections were
estimated for each cruise (using a one-degree of latitude by 10 m grid). To obtain
near-surface values of rneridional velocity in their Pacific work, JMF used
objective mapping to extrapolate vertical shear from the top few SADCP bins to
the surface. For the Atlantic, we use the more conservative estimate of no vertical
shear above 30m (or 40m when required) and thus simply extrapolate this
meridional velocity to the surface. Differences bebween the two approaches of
extrapolation c€u1 lead to different estimates of volume transport as shown by
Marin and Gouriou (2000). They computed a 1.4 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s),20Vo,
difference in directly observed Ekman volume transport through the upper 100m
of a tra-ns-Atlantic section at 7.5"N. However, because of the many complicating
factors that contribute to the verbical structure of near-surface velocity in the
tropics (e.g., thermocline depth, mixed layer depth, etc.), it is diffrcult to select
quantitatively the best approach for extrapolation to the surface. In the Pacific,
JMF have the necessary spatial frelds of zonal and meridional velocity components
to compute both terms in the expression for horizontal divergence. In the
Atlantic, there are insuffrcient SADCP data zonally to compute representative
estimates of du/dx. Thus the divergence sections are estimated from only the
meridional velocity. The adequacy of this assumption is discussed in the next
section. To estimate vertical velocity sections, we then integrate the divergences
with respect to depth assuming a rigid lid at the sea surface.

The individual sections were averaged to estimate mean transects for each
variable. In addition, a section of the standard error of the mean for the
meridional velocity was computed from the individual transects to provide a
measure of the uncertainty in the results. Implicit in this uncertainty method is
the assumption that instrument errors are much less than geophysical noise as in
JMF. This minimum measure of uncertainty was used because of the few sections
available for analysis.

The small signal-to-noise ratio in the meridional velocity field, to be described,
results in extended areas of larger uncertainty in the divergence and vertical
velocity fields. Thus, uncertainty estimates are not provided for these sections.
However, as will be described, confidence in these sections is obtained through
favorable comparisons with similar average sections from the Pacific (JMF).

A compilation of tropical Atlantic satellite drifting buoy trajectories are used to
provide another estimate of near surface horizontal divergence. Data are available
from 1989 to the present, with the majority of the information collected after 1992.

The buoys were deployed as contributions to both WOCE and the Tropical
Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) programs. The standard WOCEIIOGA buoy is
drogued at 15m. Drift characteristics of the buoys have been determined and
under typical tropical Atlantic wind,/wave conditions the drifters exhibit a slippage
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Figure B. Data availability given as a vertical section of number of data points available

on a 1.0 degree oflatitude by 10m erid.

of about .01 rnls (Niller et al.,1995). Only buoys with drogue attached are used in

the analysis. Buoy data were averaged into 1 degree of latitude by 5 degrees of

Iongitude bins to estimate mean near-surface current structure.
ih" booyr were deployed as contributions to both woCE and the Tropical

Ocean Globat Atmosphere (TOGA) programs' The standard WOCE/IOGA buoy is

drogued at 15m. Drift characteristics of the buoys have been determined and

,tnder typical tropical Atlantic wind./wave conditions the drifters exhibit a slippage

of aUoui .Ot m/s (NiUer et al.,1995). Only buoys with drogue attached are used in

the analysis. Buoy data were averaged into 1 degree of latitude by 5 degrees of

longitude bins to estimate mean near-surface current structure.

3. RESULTS

Zonal uelocity structure. Transports of the EUC, NEUC and SEUC can be

computed direcity from the 
^rr"""g" 

,ooal current section (Figure 4). However, the

ind.ividual currents experience horizontal displacements (not shown) and this
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approach will underestimate the mean transport. Thus, the average transportsfor the three currents were obtained by averaging the individual values from thesynoptic cruises' The average tT19noris co-mputed using this method are listed inTable 2' Zonal transports at 35'w from s"iotiilir?rgiiitl and Bourle s et ar.(1999) are also given in Table 2. a. ,LL" of their d"h;";;'"sed to generate thetraasports in Table 2, the estimates are similar. Diff";. are due to slightdifferences in the defrnition of the current boundaries (e.g., Schott et al. (lggg) and.Bourles et al., (1ggg) computed tr*rp""t. between diff;;;; sigma_theta levels).Pacific mean transports were obtained bv inteeratin;;;;;"al velocities in thebottom panel of Figure 4 and arso are given i,, iabb i. crri, uppro"ch may tend tounderestimate transports in compariion with ttre methoJ irsea in the Ailanticbecause of the smoottiing requireJio g";"."te the frgure.The structure (Figure 
?, ""-d_-gl'.;;rts 

(Table i) or trr" B undercurrents aresimilar in both basins. The NEUC La spuc ;;"-;";red some 4 degreespoleward of the equator 
in both *"-., *itr, -rr.n orlnli" tL.port below 200m.Both EUC's are centered o" tit" 

"q*ior witn **irorr- u"-t*iti". at 100m. TheAtlantic EUC extends upward t" .ii"".i gom consisilni*itti tt 
" 

large number ofspring cruises (i.e., spring is trr" typicJ season for 
""*t*urJ no* on the equator inthe western Atlantici. siliu"iv, [fi"-fr."rr"" or.lstrongotr"rrti. NECC (Figure 4)is consistent with a spring uras in ln" .""tiorr, (dr;T;;atz, 19gB). Fina'v.on it's southern boundary-th" 35w;;"t-i"" crosses the North Brazil (NBC)a.[orthBrazil undercurrent (Nliuc)."*or*i"s.rr"tt,i d.,'isigii. The velocities in thiswestern boundarv current tr" tigh". th"r ob;;;;;'i,' tt" pacific southEquatorial current l.fEaj;t *"t#iffiude, Figure 4. The spatial distribution ofsatellite tracked drifting u"ov a"t" l. ilio*og".r"ous and ,p"r." in praces (Fieure5). Average 15m currents estimated from th"e ;;,Jd.l;;.ff("r*r" 5) incrude astrong NEcc. Both the northern and-so,rthern b;;d;;; tle sEc are evid.ent

;'"'ffi ,;tllt"i*ffi Hnl,"Ti"iltLt""o'. ". the equator along til 
- 
;; ;;.,

Meridionar uerocity structure. Ensemble mean, meridional velocities in thesurface laver and thermocline 
"t" .i*'r, p !h" &;;;;;;fuantic and pacifrc(Fieure 6). In the A,antic, "o.trt--JfJ*^g"nq"-;;;; so_uo*, norrh of l.sand southward flow, between ils-il gs, ,t"."";iliL 

"r a near surfacedivergence (as described ril;;, *r""rii values ;;;;;;;;;hted to the surfacefrom either BOm or-rpryr. -s""ir,'ir g;s,-tl* -[f.r"'i""rhward flow is:"ttnff:ffi:li1"rff".#BUC (not .r,o*'), -r'i.r, "-",iL L",o. *v sk,;
'tiquatorward flow is observed in the Atlantic between about the equator and B_4"N and 50-60m and 200m gic;;1.^"Th"re is also 

"q""t"#""a flow of the sameorder of magnitude and in th-" ;;" a"ptr, 
"r"g" G;;;;;.b"s and 2"s. Therncreased northward flow south J z;s' .represents the NBc. The averagemeridional currents at 186.W ai.pi"ylJrimitar ,".ti*i"pr"i,j" (risu." 6): i.e..equatorward flow below surface p"r"*"ra lo;;r, i"ri .rJ"r'"f the equator. In

nlr,3;:T,h jl:,"'3il1"1n,Hf ti*.y".".;;;l;"il"i,r,"""d;,0i;;
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Table 2.
The south Equatorial unde-r-c-urrent ('EUC), Equatorial undercurrent (EUC), and NorthEquatorial Undercurrent (NEUC) Jat'w: Aue.age ,.1";;-;;;stimated from theindividual cruises (i.e.. number of valuJ 

""tt "" 
tfra'tom lfr" ,1."""g" section of Figure

*_^_C:*,speed is grven in./r:..".";;pil'il*,and-transport in 106 m3/s (=t Sv).
il31'l#:ff#11ffii;:rfi"S:;1".T et'at. (ree8i, sree8, rt;;;ies'et ot. (leee);nrggd,

\
/

)

I
I

I\----1---r---r
8"N

Current Property Number of
Values

Average Standard
Deviation

SEUC Core speed
Core depth
Core latitude
Transport
s 1998

B 1999
JMF - pacific

EUC Core speed

Core depth
Core latitude
TYansport
s 1998

B 1999
JMF - pacific

NEUC Core speed
Core depth
Core latitude
Tlansport
B 1999
JMF - pacific

8

8

8

8

4

3

85

0.21 m/s
226 m
3.5 S

3.8 Sv
4.6 Sv
4.1 Sv
1.0 Sv

0.96 m/s
84m
0.4 N

23.9 Sv
22.3 Sv
16.8 Sv
28.0 Sv

0.22 mls
150 m
4.6 N

5.45 Sv
2.5 Sv
4.0 Sv

0.09

40

0.7

1.0

2.1

NA
1.0

0.19

27
0.8

D.6

3.5

NA
3

0.07
26

0.8
2.r
NA

1

L2

t2
L2

t2
4t(),

*

3

85

6

6

6

6

3

db

&rom the

comparing the standard error of th" Tg"l computed from the number ofobservations at each,grid 
l;p.tiF's-.ri9-iT*ig, th";;;;;tr,at poiot is used as aminimum measure of uncertaintv-(JMFi 

. 
shaded ;-; ;;i*." 6 enclose sridpoints where the mean ir gr""ter'irrl'tn".,t*a".j-"#..'tn" 

"o_uination oflih,l:Tl$?,frt"i?#t;;#;il i" i*s";;* *i,.*'tr,e noise is grearer

:.r:ff :tAfi ::"':{'#f }"r,8:m";,y!"!Srizontaldiuergence;rheAuanricand
expected from the .i-il*iii". -;;;;; ",h3"*:""i;trJiTjil,[i'fl 

tr JJr..i"lil?:6r. on and close to th;A;;;";, ffi;"h dir;;;;;; *""r"'""a above b0_60m.
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Nine of the ten sections that crossed the equator include this surface divergence

within one degree of the equator. The mean divergences extend deeper into the

water column poteward of=oo" degree in the Atlantic and at somewhat higher

i"lit"a"t in the Pacific (2'S and 4"N, Figure 7)'

Anareaofsubsurf.aceequatorialconvergenceis.observed,below50-60minboth
basins (Figure 7). These convergences arJ caused by equatorward flows at these

depths (Figure Ol. fttlr" i. * ^i'." 
of near surface convergence between 3'N and

6"N in the Atlantic. of the 8 synoptic cruises that extend past 3"N' only one does

not exhibit .oou".g"i."-"t ift"." Ltitnd"t' In the Pacific, similar convergences

exist south of +'S arrJLt ""n 
6"N and 9'N. The large convelgences south of 2oS

in the Atlantic tnot ,fto*oi are related to the NBCAIBUC and would easily mask

;;;;;;s caused bv a southern hemisphere TC'

The effect or ieno.Lg 
-irr" 

arya" component of the total divergence can be

estimated using the.rl"irit" ir^cked driftinqbuoy Ft" T*o,divergence 
curves at

3boW were estimut"Jiro- trr" drifter data (Figurl s), one 
11lrlding 

the du/?x term

and the other not. 
- 

s""trr of 2'N, the two curves are quite similar in both

magnitude and shape*(Figure e) Thus at least in the west-central equatorial

Atlantic, the dv/Ey 
"or"p*E"t 

of the total divergence is the dominant term.

llre,-.__j
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90> 100

buoY daYs

Figure 5. Mean currents at 15m computed from satellite tracked drifing buoy

observations averagecr;;; ; orr" a"et"" of latitude by 5 degrees of longitude grld.

coloring indicates data availability given as number of days data are available in each

quadrangle to comPute velocitY'
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(i.e., including 15m, the depth of the buoy drogues) are equivalent to divergences
at this depth. The latitudinal dependence of divergence at 30m estimated from the
gridded SADCP data is similar to the sarne curve derived from the buoy data
(Figure 8). Specifically, the amplitudes of the maximum divergence are similar,
and both curves have maxima at LoS - 0o and another at 2oN.

Another view of the meridional structure of divergence is obtained by re-
mapping the individual SADCP curves at 30m and 50 m onto a grid, which has
the location of the maximum divergence rather than the equator as the zero-
latitude point. The divergences from the individual cruises are then averaged
with respect to this reference point and the resulting curves are shown in Figure
8.

The re-mapped divergence curves suggest minimal difference in divergence at
30 m and 50 m (not surprising because ofthe extrapolation ofvelocities from 30 m
to the surface). Specifically, the curves exhibit upwelling confined to an equatorial
band some 2 to 3 degrees in width bounded by bands of off-equatorial downwelling
(i.e., a divergence pattern consistent with the description of TC's given in the
introduction). The curve derived from the divergences of Figure 7 is different from
the curve derived from the re-mapped divergences because of displacements in the
latitude of maximum divergence. The latitudes of maximum divergence at 30 m
range from 2"S to 3"N. Although the number of samples is small, 3 of the 5
maximum divergences for the March cruises are at and north of 2'N, while 5 of the
7 divergences for the other months are between 1"S and 1oN.

Vertical uelocity structure and estimntes of equatorial upwelling: Pacific and
Atlantic sections of vertical velocity are shown in Figure 9. Average equatorial
upwelling occurs above 100m from 1.5oS to 3.5'N along 35"W. JMF frnd upwelling
at similar depths between 4"S and 5'N in the Pacific (Figure 9). Maximum
upwelling velocities are about L to 2 x10'5 m/s in both basins. fhs dswNvglling
between 3.5" and 5'N is taken to represent the northern boundary ofthe TC ofthe
North Atlantic. As before, the location of the NBCAIBUC at 35'W precludes the
identification of a southern hemisphere TC in the Atlantic.

As with the divergences, vertical velocity was re-mapped onto a grid, which had
the position of the maximum near-equatorial upwelling at 50m velocity as the zero
latitude. The resulting mean properties of the equatorial upwelling and off-
equatorial downwelling are given in Table 3. As expected, the maximum
upwelling velocity at the equator derived from the re-mapping is larger than the
maximum in Figure I (5.5 versus 2 x10-5 m/s). The upwelling band is also
narrower in the re-mapping (3 degrees of latitude versus 5 degrees of latitude).

4. DISCUSSION

To reiterate, because of the few sections available in this study (12 versus 85 in
JMF) we chose a minimum measure of uncertainty (i.e., the magnitude of the
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Table 3.
Equatorial upwelling and northern hemisphere near-equatorial downwelling at 50m and

35{il. Maximum and average vertical velocities are given in 106 m/s, width of upwelling
band in degrees. Transport, in 106 m3/s, is computed from the width of the upwelling
band and a longitudinal length of 10 degrees. There are differences in the number of
values as some sections do not completely resolve the upwelling or downwelling features.
Tlansports are not given for the off-equatorial downwelling because only one section
entirely crossed this feature.

Property Number
of

Average Standard

Values Deviation

Equotorial Upuelling
Maximum vertical velocity near
equator

Latitude of maximum velocity

Width of upwelling band

Average vertical velocity in
upwelling band

Upwelling transport

Off- e qu.atoriol D out nwe lling
Maximum vertical velocity

Latitude of maximum velocitv

J.b

1.6

t2

t2

1.5

5.5

0.4\

2.go

3.2

10.8

-6.5

3.7T{

1.2

1.5

1.3

mean is greater than the standard error of the mean) for the estimates of the
mean meridional velocity shown in Figure 6. JMF assert that most of the
uncertainty in their average Pacific sections is due to natural variability and not
instrument noise. In the interior Atlantic, the causes of natural variability are
essentially the same as in the Pacific (i.e., tropical instability waves, the seasonal
cycle, planetary waves). The 12 sections available to derive the velocity property
estimates are insuffrcient to quantify this variability and thus we (1) do not
provide uncertainty measures for horizontal divergence and upwelling velocity
and (2) recognize that the results presented herein are suggestive rather than
conclusive.

The estimate of average equatorial upweliing velocity at bOm, s.2x10-sm/s, given
in Table 3 is similar to other results. Philander and Pacanowski (1986) simulate
in an ocean model a maximum equatorial vertical velocity at 30oW of 2.8x10-s rn/s.
Weingartner and WeisberC (199L) estimated vertical velocity from a current meter
array centered at 28"W. The annual average vertical velocity was a maximum at
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about 50-60m and equar to 0.5x10-s m/s. However, instantaneous maximumupwelling velocities were of the order 5x10'5 rnls, simil-ar t" ;h" average maximumvelocitv computed from the sADcp data, Tabie B. 
-H;;;;"r, 

there are somefactors and results that rend credence to ttre finding of ;;;;;"- hemisphere TCin the Atlantic ocean. With respect to the results p't.r""t"J 
"bove, 

the propertiesof horizontal velocity components (Figures 4 and oj, horizontrr ai"i"e""i" iF;;;;7) and vertical velocity (Figure g) are very similar io Uott basins.
Philander arld pacanowski (1gg6) estimated a vertical ltrr,rport through bOmin the area bounded by.2.5"s and 2.5"N,30"w and tt" 

"o"rtlrsouthAmerica of13.3 sv. This value is similar to the 10.g sv we estimate from the Bb.wobservations (Table B). Gouriou and Reverd.in (1gg2) estimated an equatorialdivergence of 15 Sv between B5.W and 4.W.
This is a longer longitudinal band than u_sed in the previous two estimates, butthe transport is not signifrcantly larger. However, t'nif"oa"" (19g6) notes thatduring this period the equato"i"t itt",,tic was 

-anomalously 
wann, possiblycoincident with anomalous upwelling.

. In summary, while the evidencJprovided for the existence of a mean NorthAtlantic TC is not conclusive, we regard it 
"" ;";;;*, ""u will cond.uctadditional occupations of the B5"w se-ction and others i#rr", to the east toevaluate the robustness of these results. The additio""r JJ, are also needed todefine the time-dependent nature of the TC. The time dependence is important as

:iffi*tt:t at. find' in a numerical model tnat rrieh fril"*, variability negates
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